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Annotation

Man made dignify himself reasonable, but looking at his case, too often we are not to say it. Over the past century people have experienced so many enchantments and disappointments, the crash of such great theories and ideals, beautiful and seemed indestructible, for which they spared neither himself nor others that now they feel themselves in desert of disbelief and thirsty to think again times.

Where from is our knowledge of what is hidden behind the shroud visible? If even in science it all sorts of phlogistons, ethers and atoms coming in the halo of the experimentally measured, eventually dissipate, then is there anything worthy of our faith? If the truth is one, then where from human difference and change of opinion? And if a lot of truths, why they exclude negate each other?

This book – an attempt to explore not only as a man knows, but as he mistakes, why he is reasonable – if it happens – and why madcap.

I can not judge how this discussion succeeded.


More you can look in Russian version:
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